
WHAT YOU KNOW AND WHAT YOU DO NOT OR CANNOT KNOW

SCEPTICISM

Introduction. This essay centres around what it means to know something is true and also why it is important to
distinguish between what you know and do not or.

Fred Dretske and others have produced cases in which they believe CP fails and fails precisely because
Premise 2 in the general argument for CP is false. You know how looking at a math problem similar to the one
you're stuck on can help you get unstuck? Ordinary incredulity arises within the context of other propositions
of a similar sort taken to be known, and, in principle, the doubt can be removed by discovering the truth of
some further proposition of the relevant type. When you look up the hall with open eyes it is not up to you
whether you see a crimson water fountain. Simple ideas are not the only ideas that represent mind-independent
reality, however. According to this approach, all of our ideas are stamped with an idea of reflection that tells
us which of our mental faculties was responsible for producing the idea in our minds at that time. This is the
kind of knowledge we often have concerning the meanings of words, at least when words are given explicit
definition. Things, when taken individually, may appear to be very different from when they are in mass
quantities: for instance, the shavings of a goat's horn are white when taken alone, yet the horn intact is black.
Sextus argued that claims to either know or not to know were both dogmatic and as such Pyrrhonists claimed
neither. In distinguishing Pyrrhonians from the Academic Skeptics in particular, Carneades and Cleitomachus
, Sextus writes in Outlines of Pyrrhonism, [PH]: â€¦ although both the Academics and the [Pyrrhonian]
Skeptics say that they believe some things, yet here too the difference between the two philosophies is quite
plain. If the notion of an egocentric predicament makes sense, it does so as a species of finitary predicament,
for although what is central to its being effectively a form of solipsism is the individual's isolation, the
problem which this renders insurmountable is the limited character of the individual's native cognitive
resources, that is, his epistemic finitude. Think of a guided missile tracking its target. Skeptic: No, I mean:
how can you convince a skeptic that skepticism is false. The only thing I arguing for here is that to the extent
to which these traditional epistemological and semantic notions are fruitful and make sense, to that extent they
also submit to an analysis according to which it is perfectly possible to have both empirical and a priori
knowledge of most of those things which have normally been supposed to be thus knowable; and that analysis
is the right one. I asked why I should be rational now, indeed why I should be convinced by any "good
argument" in the first place. The point is that the Dretske-like counterexamples appear to depend upon the
false claim that if Premise 2 in the general argument for CP is true, then the evidential relationship between
the entailing and the entailed proposition is always correctly depicted by Pattern 1. The reason is simply that
CP does not entail that there is Pattern 1 type evidence available in every case in which p entails q. Interpreters
disagree on what to make of this difference in the relation between the three ideas involved in sensitive
knowledge. First, there is the idea of the sensible objectâ€”the idea of the sun or your idea of the water
fountain. In one sense of the word, let's call it the "ordinary sense", we commonly know such things as that the
sun will rise tomorrow. A corollary of this is that strictly reliabilist or externalist responses to philosophical
skepticism constitute a change of subject. Locke accepts, nevertheless, that we know bodies to exist distinct
form our own minds as thinking things. There is no reason to think one is sane while others are insaneâ€”the
opposite could be true. Or, perhaps more strongly, the skeptic may reply that though they are compelled to
assent to what the senses convey, such assent is not rational or reasonable. The phrase as it appears in the
passage, however, is ambiguous. Locke, according to Nagel, argues that all it is to treat something as really
existing is to treat it as action guiding.


